The Great Trivia Caper

ACROSS

DOWN
6 Yunnan waterway.
8 Kenya believe it?
9 Ionic compound.
11 Levees.
12 Founder of Singapore.
13 Gleeful Jewish badboy.
15 Tanzanian caldera.
18 Ironically, not filled with pechos and guano.
21 Starting place of Mississippi.
23 Residence of Swedish Royal Family.
24 High point in Japanese hist.
25 Central Asian military choke point.
27 International athletics symbol.
30 A dance or dip.
34 Conductor’s tool.
37 The Ugly Duckling’s author.
41 Peacemaker’s pince-nez.
42 Hungarian beef stew.
43 Cabo Das Tormentas.
44 Locale full of BS.
45 Air Bud’s number minus seven.
47 Castro’s finest.
48 Channels for moving oil.
49 British Flashlight.
50 Brooklyn and Bronx, to Disney.
51 Allows access to the crown jewels.

1 Least populous borough transport.
2 Fowl requiring Rogaine.
3 Icelandic geyser.
4 Brazilian celebration.
5 Portuguese skipper en route to East Indies.
7 Its just not Caesar’s without it.
10 Can be Oriental or Persian.
14 Seoul Specialty.
16 West African flood source.
17 Ludwig’s initial ivories.
19 Subject of common palindrome.
20 Brand: Seattle’s ________.
22 Nemesis of Lady.
26 Hometown of iconic gin joint.
28 Sasquatch’s cousin.
29 Siberian / Orchestra or railroad.
31 Flying fuzzy fruit.
32 Michelangelo’s Masterpiece.
33 Behind the Meridian Gate.
35 Egyptian outlet.
36 Indonesian Oasis.
38 Strides of a Spanish dance.
39 High-priced real estate of Phnom Penh
40 Stole this puzzle.
46 Ayers Rock to the Pitjantjatjara.

Note: For a fee, you can use Crossword Weaver to print a nice copy of this puzzle (one that doesn't look like a web page). You can check it out for free by downloading the demo from www.CrosswordWeaver.com.